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Abstract
The purpose of this report is to set down the basic relations between representations of finite
groups and $\mathrm{K}$-theory (Atiyah’s $\mathrm{K}$-theory, equivariant $\mathrm{K}$-theory and Quillen’s $\mathrm{K}$-theory). In
particular, we give a elementary proof for Rector’s theorem which is the modular version of
Atiyah’s completion theorem. For the reason giving the proof, I think Rector’s proof contains
not a little abbreviations. As a recent topic, we write down The’venaz’s results [16] in the form
of our purpose.
1. Atiyah-Hirzebruch’s spectral Thevenaz’s remark
vector bundules vector spaces . vector spaces
functor $T$ , - , fibre $T$ vector bundules functor
[8, ch.5, 6.2]. $X$ complex vector bundules direct sum tensor
product semi-ring , Grothendieck $K^{0}(X)$ . $G$
G- $X$ $G$-conlplex vector bundules semi-ring Grothendieck
$K_{G}^{0}(x)$ $\langle$ [2], [15]. $G$ .
$X$ $x_{0}$ , $\tilde{K}^{0}(X)=Kerne\iota(K0(X)arrow K^{0}(x_{0}))$ . $\tilde{K}^{0}(X)$
$K^{0}(X)$ ideal $K^{0}(X)=\mathrm{Z}\oplus\tilde{K}^{0}(X)$ . $X$ compact connected
[2, P45] ,
$\tilde{K}^{0}(X)\simeq 1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}1arrow${ $X$ $n$ $c\mathit{0}mplex$ $vect\mathit{0}r$ \’ou$ndules$} $\simeq \mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}[Xarrow’ BU(n)]\simeq$ [X, $BU$]
, hhni $n$ , $BU(n)$ $n$ unitary $U(n)$ , $BU=$
$\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}arrow BU(n)(U=\mathrm{h}\mathrm{n}arrow)$ $U(n)$ ), $\simeq$ bijection ( 3 )
$)$
$[, ]$ base point free honiotopy .
.
$\tilde{K}^{0}(X)$ homotopy Puppe .
1.1. conipact $Y\subset X$ $n\geq 0$ , $\tilde{K}^{-n}(X/Y)=\tilde{K}^{0}(S^{n}(X/Y))$
, $K^{-n}(X, Y)$ . $K^{-n}(X)=K-n(x, \phi)$ $\tilde{K}^{0}(S^{n}(X_{+}))$ ,
$X_{+}$ , . ( $K^{0}(X)\cong\tilde{K}^{0}(X_{+})$
. $X$ $n\geq 1$ $K^{-n}(X)$ ). Bott
$K^{-n}(X, Y)\cong K^{-n-2}(x, Y)$ $n$ , $n$
$K^{n}(X, Y)=K^{0}(X, Y),$ $n$ $K^{n}(X, Y)=K^{-1}(x, Y)$ –
$K^{*}(X, Y)=K^{0}(X, Y)\oplus K^{1}(X, Y)$ (ring ) .
equivariant $\mathrm{K}$-theory [15], $K_{G}^{*}(X, Y)=K_{G}^{0}(X, Y)\oplus$
$K_{G}^{1}(X, Y)$ .
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$X$ CW- .
1.2(Atiyah- Hirzebruch [3]). $K^{*}(X)$ ltration $K_{p}^{*}(X)=Kernel(K^{*}(X)arrow$
$K^{*}(X^{p-1}))$ , $0\leq p<\infty’$ ( $X^{p-1}$ X p-l ) ,
$E_{2}=H^{*}(X, \mathrm{Z})\Rightarrow K^{*}(X)$ spectral $E_{r},1\leq f\leq\infty$ ’ .
15 . ltered (co)chain complex A spectral
$[7, \mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}.15, 7]$ . $H(p, q)=K^{*}(X^{q-1}, X^{p-1}),$ $p\leq q$ , (cochain complex
cohomology $H(F^{p}A/F^{q}A)$ ) cochain complex
spectral $\{E_{r’ 1\leq r}\leq\infty\}$ . $\mathrm{K}$- $E_{\infty}^{p}\underline{\simeq}_{K_{p}^{*}(X)}/K*(p+1x)$
. $X$ hhm $E_{r}^{p}=E^{p}\infty$ .
$rarrow\infty$
$E_{1}^{p}=H(p, p+1)=K^{*}(X\mathrm{P}, X^{p-}1)$ . $X^{p}/X^{\mathrm{p}-1}$ $\mathrm{P}$-cells wedge sunl
K- $\acute{\check{K}}^{*}$ wedge sunl \iota ([8, ch.9, 3.2]) $E_{1}^{p}=$
$\sum_{X}$ $p-ce\iota\iota s.\tilde{K}^{*}(S^{p})$ . ,
$\tilde{K}^{i}(S^{p})=0$ for $\mathrm{i}\neq p$ (nlod2), $K^{i}(S^{p})\sim=\mathrm{Z}$ for $i=p$ (mod2)
$E_{1}^{p}= \sum_{Xp}a$) -oells Z. $d_{1}$ : $E_{1}^{p}arrow E_{1}^{p+1}$ coboundary operator –
$E_{2}^{p}=H^{p}(X, \mathrm{z})$ .
$G$ $BG$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{W}$- . $BG= \lim_{arrow}Bc^{n}$ ,
$BG^{n}$ $n$ , $BG$ $\mathrm{K}$- $\mathcal{K}^{*}(BG)=\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}K^{*}arrow(BGn)$ .
([1, 5.2]) )
1.3(Atiyah [1]). $\mathcal{K}^{*}(BG)$ filtration $\mathcal{K}_{p}^{*}(Bc)=\lim_{arrow}K_{p}^{*}(BG^{n})(=kerne\iota(\mathcal{K}^{*}(BG)arrow$
$\mathcal{K}^{*}(BG^{p-1})),0\leq p<\infty$ ’ \rangle
$E_{2}=H^{*}(G, \mathrm{Z})\Rightarrow \mathcal{K}^{*}(BG)$ spectral $E_{r},1\leq r\leq\infty\rangle$ .
12 spectral $\{E_{r}\}$ $\{E_{r}\otimes \mathrm{Q}\}$ $E_{2}\otimes \mathrm{Q}$ stop . 12
$H^{even}(X, \mathrm{Q})\cong K^{0}(X)\otimes \mathrm{Q},$ $H^{odd}(x, \mathrm{Q})\cong K^{1}(X)\otimes \mathrm{Q}$ [3,
2.4].
$X$ Euler $\chi(X)=\dim(K^{0}(X)\otimes \mathrm{Q})-\dim(K^{1}(X)\otimes \mathrm{Q})$ .
.
1.4. compact G- X equivariant Euler $\chi_{G}(X)=\dim(K_{G}^{0}(X)\otimes \mathrm{Q})-$ dinl
$(K_{G}^{1}(X)\otimes \mathrm{Q})$ .
Segal – conlpact G- ([6] G-
) 12 .
1.5(Segal [15] -Thevenaz [16]). $\triangle$ G- . $K_{G}^{*}(|\triangle|),$ $|\triangle|$ $\triangle$
, filtration $K_{G,p}^{*}(|\triangle|)=Kernel(K^{*}(G|\triangle|)arrow K_{G(1|^{\mathrm{P}})}^{*}\triangle-1,0\leq P<\infty$ ’ ,
$E_{2}=H^{*}(|\triangle|/G, \mathcal{R})\Rightarrow K_{G}^{*}(|\triangle|)$ spectral $E_{r’ 1}\leq r\leq\infty$ ’ .
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, $\mathcal{R}$ ( $\triangle$ $G$-equivariant local coefficient system [6, 7.1] orbits set $\triangle/G$
( [16]) cefficient system.
. 12 $E_{\infty}^{p\cong}K_{G}*,(p|\triangle|)/K^{*}pG,+1(|\triangle|),$ rhhm $E_{r}^{p}=E_{\infty}^{p}$
$E_{1}^{p}=K_{G(|\triangle|^{p}}^{*},$ $|\triangle|^{\mathrm{P}^{-1}})=\tilde{K}_{G}^{*}(|\triangle|^{p}/|\triangle|p-1)$ . $G_{\sigma}$ $\sigma$ ( $\sigma$
). $\text{ }\Delta_{p}$ $\mathrm{P}$ $\triangle_{P}/G$ $G$-orbits ,
$| \triangle|^{\mathrm{P}/1|=}\triangle p-1\sigma\in\triangle/G_{\mathit{9}/G_{\sigma}}\bigvee_{\mathcal{P}}(\in G\mathit{9} . S^{p})=I^{\cdot}nd_{G\sigma}^{Gp}(\sigma\in\triangle_{p}/G\vee S)$
$K_{c(I\overline{n}d_{c_{\sigma}}}^{*}G(S^{p}))\underline{\simeq}K_{G\sigma}^{*}(S^{p})$ ( $[16$ , Lemma 1.1]), 22
$E^{p}\cong\oplus_{\sigma}1\in\triangle_{p}/G$
$G_{\sigma}*(S^{p})\cong\oplus_{\sigma}\in\triangle_{\mathrm{p}}/G\tilde{K}^{*}(S^{p})\otimes R(G_{\sigma})=\oplus_{\sigma\in\triangle_{\mathrm{p}}}/GR(c_{\sigma})$ .
$\sigma$ $R(G_{\sigma})$ coefficient system $\mathcal{R}$ , $E_{1}$ coboundary




A $G$ , \triangle 9 $g$-fiixed points .
14 non-equivariant collapse Theorem ,
$K_{G(1|)\otimes \mathrm{c}}^{i}\triangle\cong$ \oplus g\in AKi(l\triangle /CG(g)), $(i=0,1)$ .
Thevenaz Alperin , Kn\"orr- Robinson
. ,
$\chi_{G}(|\triangle|)=\sum g\in\Lambda\chi(|\triangle^{g}|/CG(g))(=\sum_{g\in}\Lambda\sum\sigma\in\triangle^{g}/C_{G}(g)(-1)dim(\sigma))$ .
, Brown $\triangle$ $\mathrm{K}\mathrm{n}\acute{\dot{\mathrm{o}}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}-$ Robinson :
$k(G)-Z_{p}(G)= \sum_{\sigma\in\triangle/G}(-1)dim(\sigma)k(G_{\sigma})(=\sum_{\sigma\in\triangle/G}(-1)dim(\sigma)_{\sum_{x\in}}G_{\sigma^{\frac{1}{|G_{\sigma}\cdot c_{G()1}x})}}.\cdot$
$k(G)$ $\mathrm{C}G$ , $z_{p}(G)$ defect $0$ blocks .
$1.7(\mathrm{T}\mathrm{h}\acute{\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{Z})$ . 2 $\sum$ - .
2. Atiyah’s K-theory ordinary –Quillen’s K-theory modular
$FG$- , F , Grothendieck $R_{F}(G),$ $F=\mathrm{C}$ $R(G)$ . $I(G)=$
Kernel ( $R_{F}(G)arrow \mathrm{Z}$ ; FG- $M-,$ $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{M}$) $I(G)$-adic $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}RF(G)/I(G)^{n}$
$R_{F(G)}^{\wedge}$ ( $I(G)$-adic topology [4, $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}$ .
10]). 1 , $\mathcal{K}0(BG)=\lim_{arrow}K0(BGn)\simeq \mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}[BGnarrow’ U\mathrm{Z}_{\mathrm{X}}B]$. Milnor
$\mathcal{K}^{0}(BG)\simeq[BG, \mathrm{z}\cross BU]=\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{x}[BG, BU]([6,2.5])$ . $BU(n)=BGLn(\mathrm{c})[8,$ $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}$ .
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7, 74] $BU=BGL(\mathrm{C}),$ $GL(\mathrm{C})=\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}cLn(\mathrm{c})arrow$ ’ .
2.1 (Completion).
(i) (Atiyah) $R^{\mathrm{A}}(G)\cong \mathcal{K}^{0}(BG)=\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{x}[BG, BGL(\mathrm{c})]$ as rings. $\mathcal{K}^{1}(Bc)=0$ .
(ii) (Rector) $R_{F}^{\wedge}(qG)\cong \mathrm{z}\mathrm{X}[BG, BGL(F_{q})^{+}]$ as $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}g\mathrm{s}$ ( $F_{q}$ $P$ $p||G|$ ,
$($ $)^{+}$ Quillen’s plus constraction).
(i) (ii) .
(2.2) $(\rho : Garrow GL_{n}(\mathrm{C}))-(n, BGarrow^{D}B\rho GL_{n}(\mathrm{c})arrow BGL(\mathrm{C}))$ .
(2.3) $(\overline{\rho} : Garrow GL_{n}(F_{q}))-(n, Bcarrow B\overline{\rho}BGL_{n}(F_{q})arrow BGL(F_{q})arrow BGL(F_{q})^{+})$
Rector , [18, Introduction]. $F_{q}$
Quillen 32 semi-rings .
22 ($\mathrm{K}$-theory and equivariant K-theory)
$(\mathrm{i})$ ( $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{h}-$ Segal) $R(G)\otimes K^{0}(X)\cong K_{G}^{0}(x)$ as rings
$X$ $G$ trivial compact .
$(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})(\mathrm{Q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n})R_{F_{q}}(G)\otimes K_{i}^{Q}(modF_{q})\cong K_{i}^{Q}(modF_{q}G),$ $i\geq 1$ , as groups
$F_{q}$ $G$ $K_{i}^{Q}$ (modA) exact category modA ( A-
) Qui en $\mathrm{K}$-group. $BGL(F_{q})^{+}$ $K_{i}^{Q}(modF_{q})=\pi i(Bc(F_{q})^{+})$
.
(i) $[15, 22]$ , (ii) devissage Theorem exact category $\mathrm{K}$-theory
([13], [9, $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}.2,$ \S 1] ).
2.8 (spectra ). 2.1 $\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{X}BGL(\mathrm{c})=\mathrm{z}\cross BU,$ $\mathrm{Z}\cross BGL(F_{q})^{+}$
. $n\geq 0$ $KU(n)=\mathrm{Z}\mathrm{x}BU$ for $n=0$ (mod2), $=$
$\Omega.\mathrm{B}\mathrm{U}$ for $\mathrm{n}=$ l(mod2) original Bott $[6, 254]$ ) $KU(n)$ $\Omega_{d^{-_{\mathrm{S}}}}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}$
. $A$ $K_{A}(n)=K0(s^{n}A)\cross BGL(s^{n_{A}})^{+}(n\geq 0)$
$\Omega$-spectrum ( , [9, ch.3, 4.16] ). J. P.
May spectra May [10] .
24( Chern ). complex vector bundle Chern classifying map
$[6, 26]$ . 2.1 Chern
.
(i) $H^{even}(BGL_{n}(\mathrm{C}), \mathrm{z})=\mathrm{Z}[c_{1}, c_{2}, \cdots, c_{n}]$ $B\rho$ : $BGarrow BGL_{n}(\mathrm{C})$ $\rho$ : $Garrow$
$GL_{n}(\mathrm{C})$ map . $\mathrm{c}_{\mathrm{i}}(\rho)=(B\rho)^{*}(c_{i}),$ $1\leq i\leq n$ ,
$\rho$ Chern ([6, 2.6], [17, ch.6, Flat bundles]).
(ii) $H^{even}(BGL_{n}(\overline{F}_{p}), \mathrm{z}/l)=\mathrm{Z}/l[c_{1}^{-},\overline{c}_{2}, \cdot\cdot.,\overline{c}_{n}]_{\text{ } }F_{p}$ $P$ $l$
$P$ $(Hk(BGL_{n}(\overline{F}_{p}), \mathrm{z}/P)=0,0<k$ , ). $B\overline{\rho}$ : $BGarrow BGL_{n}(\overline{F}_{p})$




31. \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}- $R$ , Adams $\psi^{k}$ ; $Rarrow R$ .
$\psi^{k}(x)=N_{k}(\lambda^{1}(x), \lambda^{2}(_{X)}, \cdots, \lambda^{k}(x)))$
Nk $k\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}$ Newton , $x_{1^{+x}}^{kk\ldots k}2^{+}+Xk=N_{k}(e_{1}, e_{2}, \cdots, e_{k}),$ $e_{i}$
( [8, ch.12, Remark 2.4]).
$R(G)$ $K^{0}(X),$ $X$ compact , \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}- . , $\psi^{k}(\tilde{K}^{0}(x))\subset\tilde{K}^{0}(X)$ ( $[8$ , ch.12]).
$\acute{\grave{\acute{K}}}^{0}(X)=[X, BU]$ ( $=$ ) , Yoneda
natural transformation $\psi^{k}$ : $[X, BU]arrow[X, BU]$ map $\sigma^{k}$ : $BUarrow BU$
(BU compact BU $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{W}$- [6, 25]). ,
$\tilde{\mathcal{K}}^{0}(BG)=\lim_{arrow}[BG^{n}, BU]=[BG, BU]$
$\mathcal{K}^{0}n^{)}(BG)$ Adams $\sigma^{k}$
. Quillen [11], [12] .
3.2 (Quillen). $q$ $p$ , $|G|=p^{r}h$ (p $h$ ) $p^{r}|q$ $h|q-1$ ( ,
$\chi,$
$\in R(G)$ $\chi(x^{q})=\chi$ (( $x$ $p-reg.Part$) $q$ ) $=x$ ($X$ $p-reg.part$),
$F_{q}$ $G$ ).
(i) $R_{F_{q}}(G)\cong R(G)\psi^{q}$ as rings, $R(G\rangle^{\psi^{q}}$ .
(ii) $[BG, F\sigma^{q}]\simeq[BG, BU]^{\sigma^{q}}$ , $F\sigma^{q}=\{(x,p)N\in BU\mathrm{x}$ ( $BU$ path space) $|x$
$\sigma^{q}(x)$ $path\sim \mathrm{p}$ }, $[ , ]^{\sigma^{q}}$ .
(iii) $BGL(F_{q})^{+}kF\sigma^{q}$ea homotopy $\Pi\overline{\mathrm{p}}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{L}}^{\mathrm{g}}$ .
map (i) Brauer hifting, (ii) projection $(x, p)-x,$ $(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{i})$
. $q$ 32 .
$R(G)^{\psi^{q}}arrow \mathcal{K}^{0}(BG)^{\psi^{q}}=(\mathrm{Z}\oplus\tilde{\mathcal{K}}0(BG))\psi q\simeq \mathrm{Z}\cross[BG, BU]^{\sigma^{q}}$
$(3.3)$ $||l$ $|l$
$R_{F_{q}}(G)---arrow$ $[BG, \mathrm{Z}\cross BGL(F)^{+}q]=\mathrm{Z}\cross[BG, BGL(F_{q})^{+}]$ .
, arrow at bundle homomorphism $Cl$ ; $R(G)arrow \mathcal{K}^{0}(BG),$ $\mathrm{C}G$ –
$M-,$ $EG\cross cM([6,2.3.3])$ , $\alpha$ $\lambda-$ well defined .
$\mathrm{Z}^{\psi^{q}}=K^{0}($basepoint $x_{0})^{\psi^{q}}=K^{0}(x\mathrm{o})=\mathrm{Z}$ , 32 .
3.4. $R_{F_{q}}^{\wedge}(c)\underline{\simeq}\mathcal{K}^{0}(Bc).\psi q$
$R(G)\wedge\cong \mathcal{K}^{0}(BG)$ 6; $R(G)/I(G)^{n}arrow \mathcal{K}^{*}(Bc)/\mathcal{K}2n(*Bc)$
[1]. $\psi^{q}(I(G))\subset I(G)$ $\psi^{q}(\mathcal{K}_{2n}^{*}(BG))\subset \mathcal{K}_{2n}^{*}(BG)$
Adams , 6 compatible $(R(G))\psi q=$
$(\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{l}R(c)arrow/I(G)n)^{\psi}q\cong(\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}\mathcal{K}^{0_{(BG)/}0\psi^{q}}arrow \mathcal{K}_{2}n(BG))=(1\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}1arrow \mathcal{K}^{0}(BG)/\mathcal{K}0_{(}n\psi^{q}BG))=\mathcal{K}^{0_{(BG)}\cdot\psi}q$
. , $R(G)\psi^{q}=\underline{\psi^{q}(}R(G))$ $\psi^{q}$ idenlpotent , [1, 3.11]
$0arrow((1-\psi^{q})R(G))arrow R(G)\wedgearrow(R(G)^{\psi}q)\wedgearrow 0$ ( $(R(G)^{\psi}q)\wedge$ $R(G)^{\psi^{q}}$
subspace topology completion). $(R(G)^{\psi^{q}})\wedge\cong(R(G))\wedge\psi q$ . $[14, 35]$
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$(R(G)^{\psi}q)\wedge\cong R_{F(G}\wedge q)$ . $R_{F_{q}(G)\cong_{K(G)}}^{\wedge}0B\psi q$ .
(2.2), (2.3) , .
$R(G),$ $R_{F_{q}}(G)$ well defined . (2.2)
(2.3) Quillen [18, Introduction] (
). 2 . $X$ conipact .
35 $GL(A),$ $A$ , direct sum checkerboard construction
[9, ch.2, \S 2]. , direct sum classical direct sum (i.e. $\alpha\in GL_{n}(A),$ $\beta\in GL_{m}(A)$
$\alpha\oplus\beta=$ ) $GL(A)$ . [9, ch.2, 2.19] 2
$f,$ $f’$ : $GL_{n}(A)\cross GL_{m}(A)arrow GL(A)$ maps $Bf,$ $Bf’$ : $B(GL_{n}(A)\cross$
$GL_{m}(A))arrow BGL(A)$ homotopic ( $BGL(A)arrow BcL(A)^{+}$ base-
point preserving homotopic ). Bf’ map BGLn$(A)\mathrm{X}BGLm(A\mathrm{I}\approx$
$B(GLn(A)\mathrm{x}GL_{m}(A))arrow^{B}f’BGL(A)$ vector bundles Whitney sum
bijection $\tilde{K}^{0}(X)\simeq[X, BGL(\mathrm{c})]$ sum compatible .
36 $K^{\tilde{0}}(X)$ $\xi-\eta$ , $\eta\oplus\eta’$ trivial bundle vector bundle $\eta’$
. $\xi$ map $\xi:X\wedgearrow BGL_{n}(\mathrm{C}),$ $\eta’$ map $\eta’\wedge$ : $Xarrow BGL_{m}(\mathrm{C})$
$\tilde{K}^{0}(X)\simeq[X, BGL(\mathrm{c})]$ $\xi\wedge\oplus\wedge\eta’in[X, BGL(\mathrm{c})]$ ( 3.5) $\zeta-\eta$
([8] ).
(2.2) (.3.3) .
( ) $\alpha$ : $R(G)arrow \mathrm{Z}\mathrm{x}\tilde{\mathcal{K}}^{0}(BG)$ $n$ $\mathrm{C}G$- $M$ , $M\mapsto(n, \alpha(M)-\theta^{n}),$ $\theta^{n}$‘
$n$ trivial bundle, . $\alpha(M)=EG\cross_{G}M$ $B\rho$ : $BGarrow BGL_{n}(\mathrm{C})$ ,
$\rho$ $M$ , ([6, 2.6]), 36 (2.2) . (
36 $X$ compact $\alpha(M)=\lim o(M)_{n},$ $\alpha(M)_{n}$ $\alpha(M)$ compact
$BG^{n}$ vector $\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}_{\mathrm{o}}$ 36 ).
(2.3) (3.3) .
( ) 32 (i), (ii) $R_{F_{q}}(G)$ $[BG, F\sigma^{q}]$ $G=GL_{n}(F_{q})$
canonical $I$ : $GL_{n}(F_{q})$ $arrow GL_{n}(F_{q})$ ( identity), $\phi_{n}$ :
$BGL_{n}(F_{q})arrow F\sigma^{q}$ . Milnor $\phi=\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}\phiarrow n$ : $BGL(F_{q})arrow F\sigma^{q}$
) $BGL(F_{q})^{+}$ map 32(iii) homotopy
.
, $G$ $Garrow GL_{n}(F_{q})$ canonical ( )
. $n$ canonical $I$ Brauer fift $\mathrm{C}G$- $W-U$ ,
$\alpha$ @, $\alpha(W)-(\alpha(U)+\theta^{n}))$ . $\omega$ $W$ , $\alpha(W)$
$B\omega$ : $BGL_{n}(F_{q})arrow BGL_{\dim}$ . of $\mathrm{w}(\mathrm{C})arrow BGL(\mathrm{C})$ . – , 36 $\eta’$
vector bundle $\alpha(U)’$ ( $\lim_{arrow}$ ) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}:BGL_{n}(F_{q})arrow BGL_{\dim}$ . of $\eta’(\mathrm{C})arrow$
$BGL(\mathrm{C})$ . $\phi_{n}$ $i\circ(B\omega\oplus\hat{\psi}),$ $i$ inclusion, .
$G=GL_{n}(F_{q})$ , $R_{F_{q}}(G)arrow[BGF\rangle\sigma^{q}]$ . $G$
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$\overline{\rho}$ : $Garrow GL_{n}(F_{q})$ $\alpha(W),$ $\alpha(U)’$ vector bundles
$B\overline{\rho}$ : $BGarrow BGL_{n}(F_{q})$ . , $[BG, F\sigma^{q}]$
$\mathit{1}\circ(B\omega\oplus\hat{\psi})\circ B\overline{\rho}$ . $R_{F_{q}}(G)arrow \mathrm{Z}\cross[BG, BGL(F_{q})^{+}]$ $P\mapsto(n,$ $BGarrow^{B}\overline{\rho}$
$BGL_{n}(F_{q})arrow BGL(F_{q})arrow BGL(F)^{+}q)$ , (3.3) .
35 direct sum $[BG, BcL(F)^{+}q]$ 35
(2.3) direct sum compatible . , Loday’s product
$[BG, BGL(F_{q})^{+}]$ (2.3) compatible ([9, ch.3, $84\cap]$ ). (2.2)
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